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Belief and Wonder

I had a conversation with my granddaughter Eliza not long ago, after I picked her up at her preschool. 
We were quiet for a bit, then she piped up from the back seat:  “I don’t know who I’m going to marry.” 
Eliza is four.  I said “Well you’ve got plenty of time to figure that out.”  She continued:  “I can’t marry 
Mason.”  (Mason is her brother.)  I said “Oh, no?” “No,” she replied matter-of-factly. “Our babies would 
be blind.”  After a short pause, she added: “Because they would have no heads.” 

I couldn’t think of a reply to this extraordinary statement, and later I asked her parents if they had 
talked about the notion of siblings marrying each other. They said no. But she got the information 
from somewhere, and she accepted it as truth. It occurred to me that in this season of post-factual 
politics and fake news, the scientific beliefs of preschoolers didn’t seem so out of the ordinary.  

I’m reminded of a radio interview with one of the promoters of Intelligent Design as a way to bring 
religion into science classrooms. The gist of his argument as I recall it was the following:  If you found 
yourself on the surface of Mars and came across a television set, you would immediately recognize 
that it did not evolve from the surrounding rocks.  And then he described at length the intricacies of 
a human nerve cell.  As he went on, I had to agree with him; it is indeed miraculous. His inevitable 
conclusion was that a nerve cell could no more have evolved from nature than did that TV on Mars. All 
of which points to a heavenly creator. 

The speaker knew what he was doing: His false analogy was hidden behind a confounding mental 
image.  

An opposite approach is taken by the noted scientist Richard Dawkins. In his book The God Delusion, 
he uses logic to topple each and every pillar of religious belief. As one of many UUs who painfully 
separated myself from my childhood religion, I appreciated Dawkins’s powerful and somewhat snarky 
takedown of religion.  But I was caught up short when he wrote that children should be fully protected 
from their parents’ religious outlook. He says “I think we should all wince when we hear a small child 
as being labelled as belonging to some particular religion or another” because they are “too young to 
decide their views on the origins of the cosmos, of life and of morals.” 
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Dawkins’ words brought me back to the day after my daughter Katie was born. She weighed only a 
bit over a pound and a half, and the neonatologist estimated her chances at 50/50. I couldn’t help 
her in any meaningful way, but I could do one thing. I reached into the porthole in Katie’s isolette and 
touched her tiny face. Speaking through a paper face mask I recited the ritual of baptism from the 
Book of Common Prayer while the medical staff went about their business all around us.  The book 
was the one I’d been given at my own confirmation, and it had been many years since I had believed 
in the god referred to in the prayers. But the phrases themselves had been used to bless babies—
including the babies of my ancestors—for close to 500 years. That was at least something.

With or without this intervention, Katie did survive, and she was with us a couple of years later when 
our family discovered Unitarian Universalism, by way of another christening service. I held the infant 
daughter of my best friend, at a beautiful old UU church in Connecticut. I was expecting the usual 
plea for god to forgive this baby for being born into sin. But what the minister said was something like 
this:  We welcome this child in the name of the countless stars in the heavens, in all living things on 
this earth, the mountains, deserts, forests, and oceans, and in the name of all creatures with hands or 
paws or hooves, fins, or wings.  

It made perfect sense to me. But more than sense. It embodied the wonder that I know is the point 
of dedicating our children and ourselves into a community of belief. It’s being part of something 
important—together. It doesn’t have to date back to the 1500s.  It just has to be genuinely felt. St.-
Exupery put this into words when he said:

We live, not by things, but by the meanings of things. It is needful to transmit the passwords from 
generation to generation.


